**Escape from the T-Rex**

- Try to something on camera.
- Ellie and Malcolm look back.

**Suddenly**...

- Malcolm pops up in the foreground.

**Close on Ellie**...

- Objets are closer than they appear.
- Malcolm is in the foreground.
- Ellie releases the clutch and shifts the gear lever.

**Duck just as the windshield hits the tree...**

**They all turn to the front...**

**They have several...**

**Duck!**

**The jeep speeds away...**

**Over Malcolm in the F.G. to the T-Rex...**

**They look over the road...**

**The jeep speeds off...**

**Dock focus on the T-Rex...**

**Wax to the group... looking toward camera.**

**A fallen tree blocks their path ahead...**
Low Wide Touch With Vehicle As...

The T-Rex Flounders Then Tree in Front of Jeep...

Camera Moves Closer To Jeep - The T-Rex Closes In Anx...

Bone the Side of the Jeep...

Wallooom Falls Forward And Knocks the Gear Lever Out of Gear...

Ellie Grabs the Gear Lever And...

Slam the Jeep Back Into Gear...

Close on Ellie's Feet on the Gas Pedal...

Inside. Everyone Feels the Impact...

The Jeep Picks Up Speed... The T-Rex Starts To Fall Back....

Further and Further....

Close on Group Looking Backward....

The Jeep Drives Away...

Into the Distance....